Wishing you safe air trip
Hot ten tips
------------------- Supriya Kumar Chakraborty
Suppose, you have obtained visa of your desired country. And the
complete visa is in your hand. Now you are thinking, ‘No more worrying’. In fact,
you have got a lot of things to worry. And to get rid of such worries and to be a
smart traveler and a dynamic personality, here are top 10 tips for you to
remember and you will certainly see these tips are of great use for you.
1.

Carefully

preserve

all

the

relevant

papers

like

passport,

dollar

endorsement paper-related concerned authority’s papers, photographs your
academic papers/certificates, service experiences’ certificates, etc. in a file.
Immigration officers at Dhaka airport, airport of your last destination or airport of
your flight’s transit points may anytime ask you to show them any of these travelrelated papers. To ask for any of the papers and verify them is these officers’ job
or rights. And you will assist them by providing them with their required
information and relevant papers.
2.

You need to know weather condition of next one month of the country you

are entering into and you can do it by visiting google weather and buy your
dresses as per the weather conditions. Don’t forget to buy hands’ gloves,
monkey caps and long neck jacket. Then you can adjust yourself to the weather
you face anew.
3.

If you have cold allergy problem, you may face problems with your teeth.

As a preparation for such problems, consult with an ENT specialist and take
some preliminary medicine. But don’t carry the medicines in your hand luggage.

4.

You will not carry in your hand bag or in your pocket any C.D., pen drive or

any device of your computer applications. Beware of your match lighter and
cigarette case. It is better not to have any chewing gum with you.
5.

Be careful in carrying any gift for your dear ones. Any packet fastened with

heavy scotch tapes arouses great suspicion. Keep such thing, as much as it is
possible, simple-looking and open. It is wise of you not to carry any glass
material or liquid or any food item.
6.

Preserve important and valuable papers and laptop in your hand bag and

leave all other useful things in your luggage bags. Preserve a pair of stockings
for your extra use so that after a long journey you can change those and feel
comfort at the time of last checking and thus avoid any undesired comments.
7.

Never indulge yourself in unnecessary gossiping with any passenger

sitting beside you. Foreigners don’t like it. Limit it at best upto just according hihello.
8.

If you do not feel comfort, don’t take any food item that does not taste

good. It is better not to drink any hot drink. Drink juice as much as you like and
you may feel comfort.
9.

In case of long journey or transit, try to have a sleep in your plane. It is

better not to sleep at transit station. Announcing systems of the foreign airports
are not so much clear. Any time, anyone can miss one’s flight. Be very much
careful in this case.

10.

Speak just for courtesy and in a befitting manner with air hostesses. If you

can please them with your words and behavior, you will get all kinds of helps
from them. If you find it difficult to understand anything after you have reached
your destination, regarding telephoning someone, renting or hiring a vehicle,
finding out exit way or exchange problem, then you can take advice from any onduty police officer or any concerned officer with ID Card hanging from his/her
neck. You may get all out help from him/her. Foreigners are very much sincere
and friendly in these matters.
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